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Strategic overview

Macro environment
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The use of conventional fiscal policy as an economic stimulus has become redundant
2019 is living up to its expectation, having become a
tale of two halves - defined by domestic politics and
continued adaption to global monetary policy

Global growth has continued to weaken, momentum
remains fragile and sluggish investment undermines
the foundations for sustained growth
Downside risks to global growth predominate,
including rising trade barriers, a build-up of
government debt and deeper than expected
slowdowns in several major economies
Adding to our collective woes is that bailing out
Eskom will not only weaken the government’s
finances but also place a precarious strain on the
sovereign credit rating
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The domestic economy’s continued vulnerability to
the absence of structural reforms, adverse turns in the
global business cycle, rising domestic cost pressures,
political infighting in the ANC threatening to further
weaken already subdued levels of confidence,
all result in anaemic growth prospects
GDP growth

Source: RMB

Operating in a vacuum of catalysts to stimulate
meaningful and sustained economic change,
we can expect weak local property fundamentals
to prevail in the medium term

Strategic overview

Top risks
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What keeps us awake at night
Unchanged top risks

Elevated top risks

Uncertainty pertaining to the long-term impact of geo-political and socio-economic growth factors
Financial market volatility
Impact of disruptive technologies
Inability to effectively manage our reputation

Lack of sustainable growth in
total return (distribution plus NAV)

Information security resilience
Failure to comply with local and international laws and regulations
Misalignment with international partners (in-country)
Inability to attain maximum desired score against property sector scorecard
Increased competition for tenants, capital and property assets
Inability to maintain strong ethical and governance culture
Inability to be environmentally resilient
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Damage to property and securityrelated threats

Strategic overview

Strategy
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Our purpose is to manage and create spaces in a way that changes lives
Our purpose-driven strategy has been tweaked to capture
opportunities and mitigate risks as they arise

We continue to broaden our interpretation of sustainability,
looking beyond environmental considerations

We adopt an agile and uncompromising approach to the way
we do business

We continue to deepen our understanding of our stakeholders’
needs, while managing their impact on us and our impact on
them

Our focus is on real estate and related investments – not a
particular sector

We focus on proactively managing and enhancing our
reputation in all that we do

We will continue to build an asset platform that sustains organic
growth through:

Our stakeholder goals:

−

Continuously improving, expanding and protecting our
domestic portfolio

−

Recycling capital through the sale of assets at the end of
their investment life cycle

−

Unlocking value through active asset management
opportunities in offshore markets

−

Driving innovative business projects to ensure we remain
relevant and futureproof our business
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A source of sustained growth in total returns for investors and funders

Employer of choice for employees
Provider of relevant space for tenants
Preferred business partner for brokers and suppliers
Responsible community participant for communities

Strategic overview

Focusing on material matters in 2019
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Looking beyond the distractions to manage the variables under our control
Strategic matter
Invest strategically

Optimise capital

Strategic challenge

Strategic response

Second half key focus areas

Creating sustained value
for all our stakeholders

Considered deployment of
capital to ensure highest and best

Strengthen the balance sheet through continued
focus on asset quality, offshore expansion through
development activity and taking action on value destroyers

Securing capital in a

Recycle capital, lower LTV ratio

constrained and costly environment

and improve investor appeal

Operating in a low
Operate efficiently

growth,
rising administered cost
context

Engage talent

Grow reputation

Harnessing our people’s

abilities and attitude

Living our purpose

use of assets

Maintain operating margins and
sustain core income growth

skills, Accelerate transformation,

Improve quality of earnings through relentless
emphasis on organic growth, solar PV interventions, non-GLA
income activities, utility management and robust cost control
Support market relevance, spur innovation and create

entrench Redefine’s values and embed
a culture of excellence and innovation

sustainable structures through harnessing the

Enhance stakeholder

Safeguard Redefine’s brand and futureproof

engagement strategies to

our business through engagement with stakeholders,
mentorship and innovation

strengthen key relationships
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Enable access to cost-effective funding
through heightened focus on capital management
by recycling capital and lowering gearing

power of diversity
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Financial capital priorities
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Fundamental to our ability to create sustained value
Top priorities

Outcomes

Contain LTV at 40% or below

While the current LTV is expected to be above our comfort level (35 to 40%), there is a plan
in place to address this, with implementation extending into 2020

Lengthen funding and hedging maturity profiles

The weighted average term of debt and hedges have been extended and do not present
any liquidity concerns

Maintain and strengthen credit metrics

Moody’s updated their credit opinion on 23 April 2019 maintaining RDF’s Baa3/Aa1.za
rating, with a Stable outlook. Moody’s noted that key credit metrics are adequately
positioned within the rating guidance but with limited headroom

Maintain liquidity

Agreed refinance terms for all near-term debt maturities (within next 12 months).
Funding capacity in place for all known capital commitments, with sufficient funding
headroom in the form of committed undrawn bank facilities to absorb shocks and take
advantage of opportunities

Optimise working capital

Positive net working capital
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Strategic overview

Manufactured capital priorities
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Allocating manufactured capital to ensure the highest and best use of our assets
Top priorities

Outcomes

Tenant retention is top of mind, as well as
reducing vacancies and extending lease
maturity profiles

Retention rate by gross monthly rental (GMR) expected to be above 85% target and active
portfolio occupancy maintained in line with half year. We anticipate that weighted average
lease expiry by GMR will be in line with last year

Implement innovative non-GLA income
opportunities

Wi-Fi platform is live in 15 malls and receiving 1.2 million impressions per month and is
generating income. The Digital LED strategy is on track, with 20 LED screens expected to be
live by March 2020, including Rosebank Link and 115 West Street

Maintain operating margins and optimise
energy and water usage, as well as
recoveries in our existing buildings

Active portfolio margin anticipated to be in line with first half. New smart water valve
technology to be installed in six properties subject to fire clearance. Solar PV installed in 22
properties at a cost of R297 million and initial return of 18.6%

Continued focus on tenant and broker
relationship management

Tenant engagement is an ongoing priority to develop broader relationships, not just restricted
to lease renewals. Adopted integrated engagements to enhance broker and tenant
representative relationships

Facilities and utility management
interventions to further improve operational
sustainability

Investigating a possible solution to treat ground water and waste water.
Achieved 24 Green Star Certifications. Smart water/electricity meter roll out is ongoing

Focus on growth in renewal rentals

Portfolio rent reversion will be better than that reported at half year, but will remain negative

Non-core assets to be recycled

Disposal of assets continue. On fulfillment of usual regulatory approvals, the bulk by value of
disposals in progress will come through in the 2020 financial year

Expand international income and capital
growth opportunities at low risk

Continued expansion in Poland (EPP and European Logistics Platform) and Australia
(development of student accommodation)
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Human capital priorities
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Our collective knowledge, skills, attitude and innovation enables us to realise our vision to be the best SA REIT
Top priorities

Outcomes

Equip leadership with the capabilities required
to align with our strategy, brand and culture

Concluded the 360 Leadership style assessment - the process is a powerful development
tool for courageous and committed leaders seeking to improve their leadership skills. The
feedback and outcomes derived from the process enables us to understand our current
leadership capabilities and to build onto this in the future. This is an ongoing process

Enrich employee engagement practices
and work-life integration

Employee benefits hold significant value in our overall employment offering. Enhancements
to group risk and retirement fund offerings were implemented and communicated.
Research is still underway to gain insight into how we can promote a healthy integrated
work-lifestyle without sacrificing employee productivity

Assess our remuneration governance
practices to ensure that we uphold the
principle of fair and responsible remuneration

Concluded annual market positioning research in preparation of annual increase cycle,
including enhancements to employee benefits.

Ongoing focus on talent management through
succession planning and career development

Talent review process is underway

Accelerate transformation to create an
environment that embraces diversity
and inclusivity

In-depth review of our business structures is ongoing, opportunities for transformation have
been identified and implementation is underway
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Social and relationship capital priorities
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Relationships are the lifeblood of our people-centric approach
Top priorities

Outcomes

Invest in enhanced technology to facilitate
engagement and experience management
with all our stakeholders

Work continues on the tenant experience management system as well as a refreshed
employee intranet. We continuously explore other interactive stakeholder engagement
platforms

Improve tenant experience to be a key
differentiator

A customer journey map has been finalised, which outlines the desired future state of
engagements with tenants at all touch points. Delivery and implementation will be a key focus
area for the next financial year

Formulate an improved engagement
strategy with suppliers, including revising
procurement processes

Development of a procurement strategy commenced – including a supplier
engagement strategy

Roll-out and implementation of Challenge
Revolution and fine-tuning key projects
and outcomes

Community forums post-Challenge Convention 2 (held at Maponya Mall) concluded and
findings and recommendations finalised. Steering committee set up to create implementation
plan to drive change aligned to community and business needs

Re-assess and improve the use of social
media and other platforms to ensure we
remain ahead of the curve in terms of
marketing and communications

Broader digital marketing strategy being considered as well as the appointment of a
specialised service provider and dedicated internal resource
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Natural capital priorities
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Preserving our natural resources isn’t just a green objective
Top priorities

Outcomes

Continue investment in long-term renewable
energy solutions (i.e. solar PV, energy
storage)

Projects under construction have been delayed due to lagging municipal approval. The
installation of three projects (2 MWp) have, however, been approved and will be implemented
in the first half of 2020. Our total installed capacity remains unchanged at 23.5 MWp

Explore water efficiency projects to ensure
security of supply and reduce water
consumption

Continue to install various technologies such as online monitoring and leak detection, smart
shutoff valves and sensors in bathrooms to reduce water consumption. Five major retail
centres are awaiting fire approval before night time consumption can be completely
eradicated. We have also commenced with the necessary licensing application processes to
implement pilot projects to secure potable water via ground water and/or waste water
treatment solutions

Pursue Green Star ratings to validate
the overall environmental performance
of our properties

Received round one feedback for 30 buildings submitted for Existing Building Performance
ratings bringing our total number of certifications to 74 Green Star SA ratings. We have
identified 20 buildings for rating to commence during the coming financial year

Improve waste management efforts to
reduce waste-to-landfill from buildings

Expanded external waste management to office buildings as part of our Green Star project.
The appointment of external waste management contractors has been challenging as this
directly increases tenant operating costs which is not ideal given the current economic climate

Engage with supplier/supply chain to
ensure environmental best practice and the
procurement of environmentally sound
products and solutions

Engaged extensively with suppliers providing services to our Green Star buildings and have
expanded engagement by targeting key suppliers. Our air-conditioning service providers report
on refrigerant use on a monthly basis and are replacing refrigerants with more sustainable
options where possible. We have also included the use of environmentally-friendly
biodegradable cleaning products in all our standard cleaning agreements
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Intellectual capital priorities
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It’s not what we do, it’s how we do it that sets us apart
Top priorities

Outcomes

Deepen ethics awareness and prioritise
corporate conduct practices that outline
how our ethics capital will be maintained

Increased measures to promote corporate ethics, which will be implemented through a formal
annual ethics programme

Identify key opportunities to streamline
business processes and functions to meet
our tenants’ needs more efficiently

Business process and business analytics techniques are being utilised to identify core
processes for success allowing Redefine to focus efforts on core competencies. A centre of
excellence is being established to oversee business process management efforts in Redefine

Focus on embedding IT governance
standards and aligning IT services with
current and future business needs, while
maintaining an adequate, effective and
agile level of IT operational management

This approach has allowed IT to clearly identify key focus areas within each architectural layer
requiring attention. It has already demonstrated benefits to date within the IT infrastructure and
service environment and has highlighted the need to take a prudent approach in procuring
fit-for-purpose applications. The final architectural layer to be analysed is the enterprise
data layer

Maturing and bedding down the combined
assurance approach

Revised integrated risk compliance and combined assurance framework has been adopted
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Property asset platform
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Property asset platform

Local operations
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Focusing on attracting and retaining tenants
Retail

Office

Industrial

Proactive approach to right-sizing
premises to retailers trading performance

Shared workspace environment proving to
be a “market disruptor” - competing with
landlords for tenants

Remains the most defensive sector but
certain manufacturing tenants carry high
credit risk

Renewals with national retailers protracted
with significant base rental and escalation
push-back

Densification of space per desk
contributing to vacancy levels, negatively
impacting space renewed and putting
pressure on existing infrastructure

Notable decline in demand for secondary
space in Western Cape however there is
demand for new logistics properties

Move to value purchases by shoppers

Tenants who are relocating are looking to
landlords to finance all relocation and fit
out costs

Development environment has become
extremely competitive in Gauteng

Muted online sales growth - retailer trend
to omni-channel

Increase in ‘price testing’ to renegotiate
renewal leases with existing landlords

Pressure to reduce lease term from third
party logistics tenants

Tenant representation has become a
broker ‘free for all’

Increasing interest from international
companies looking to lease space for data
centres

Soft refurbishments to drive growth

Rising security incidents a concern
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Retail portfolio

Property asset platform

Remaining relevant to the communities in which we operate
Overview
Like-for-like sales trading density and footfall showing positive growth for 12 months to end May 2019
Food and entertainment category achieving incremental sales growth
Edcon:
−

Rental exposure is R138 million per annum being 2.1% of total SA income (Edgar’s 1.4%, Jet/Jetmart 0.5% and CNA 0.2%)

−

GLA exposure at May 2019 was 75 301sqm (1.7% of total SA GLA). Projected exposure at 31 December 2019 will be 63 563sqm
(1.4% of total GLA) which includes a reduction of space at Goldfields Mall and Kenilworth Centre

Municipal rates remain a risk with valuation appeals pending for various properties

Disposals
Three non-core properties were sold for R314 million, at a yield of 10%
Subject to certain conditions, agreement has been reached to dispose of five non-core shopping centres for R2.2 billion, at a yield of 10%

Developments
Centurion Mall redevelopment completed
New development opportunities under assessment at Centurion Lifestyle and Maponya Mall
Refurbishments at Kenilworth Centre and Sammy Marks Square underway
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Office portfolio

Property asset platform

More efficient, modern facilities to enable work-life integration
Overview
Challenging leasing environment, with key drivers being consolidation and downsizing, lack of capital to relocate and oversupply of stock
Tenant retention and reducing vacancies remain a priority
Active portfolio lease renewal rent reversions vs longer lease terms
Focus on differentiating product through soft upgrades (six in progress) and adding amenities such as coffee shops and boardrooms
Tenants are increasing office densities to 7sqm per person and as low as 5sqm per person for call centres, which creates increasing
pressure on infrastructure (fire, mechanical, ablutions and parking) and associated costs
WeWork update
−

Rosebank Link - opened August 2019 and is 65% let with projected occupancy of 90% by year end

−

155 West Street - commencing December 2019

−

Aggressive growth plan in progress with additional sites sought in Sandton, Rosebank, Bryanston and Pretoria

Municipal rates remain a risk with valuation appeals pending for various properties

Disposals
Nine secondary properties sold for R387 million, at a yield of 6% (11.8% excluding vacant buildings)

Developments
No speculative developments will be considered while current market conditions prevail
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Industrial portfolio

Property asset platform

Providing efficiency to a cost-sensitive market
Overview
Location combined with the efficiency and quality of assets key to retaining tenants
Constant trade-off between lease renewal rent reversions vs longer leases
Vacancy level stable
In the Western Cape while rentals on older properties serving manufacturing are under pressure we are experiencing interest for new developments
and land sales at both Brackengate 2 and Atlantic Hills

S&J Industrial Estate impacted by protracted town planning processes
Plan to de-risk portfolio away from heavy industrial and manufacturing to light industrial tenants in the distribution and logistics sector
Improve aesthetics, functionality and efficiency of mini parks to attract tenants
Municipal rates remain a risk with valuation appeals pending for various properties

Disposals
Land sales of 295 945 sqm at an average of R1 550 per sqm
Two properties with a value of R208 million await transfer at a yield of 8.75%. A transaction has been concluded for the sale of a portfolio of properties
with a total value of R890 million subject to fulfilment of certain conditions
Developments
Projects to the value of R584 million at an initial yield of 8.5% have been completed
S&J Industrial Estate speculative development of 18 580sqm projected to be completed in September 2019
Brackengate 2, Massmart DC of 52 313sqm for R216 million (RDF share) at an initial yield of 9.3% is scheduled for completion by Q3 2021
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Property asset platform

Offshore activities
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Seeking growth in stable markets
United Kingdom
Redefine’s
interests
Focus

RDI REIT 29.4%

Options under consideration for
Redefine to realise its stated
objective of recovering value that
has been destroyed
Some options may require Redefine to
remain invested in the medium-term
without committing further equity to RDI

20% (€30 million) of the exchangeable
bondholders have elected to put their
bonds back to Redefine in September

Australia
Journal 90%
Cromwell 2.3%

EPP 45.4%
European Logistics Platform 95%
Chariot Top Group 25%

Take advantage of the 9% student
accommodation market penetration rate
in Melbourne

Support EPP in recycling assets at upper
end of cycle rather than raising capital at
high yields

Establish Uni Place as the premier student
accommodation facility in Melbourne second semester 98% occupied

Voting limitation deed with EPP put in place

Central development to be completed by
mid-2020 in time for the second semester
Excellent prospects for capital uplift
on student accommodation (current
prime grade yields for student
accommodation are at 5%, we are
developing at circa 9.5%)
Disposal of Journal would release
remaining Cromwell units for recycling
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Poland

Another three logistic developments
undertaken by European Logistics Platform:
− Torun, located in northern central Poland
− Opole, located in southern Poland, will
also be undertaken over two phases
− Acquisition of a 22.3ha parcel of land
located in Gdansk, which is in northern
Poland on the Baltic coast
To support funding of the expansion of
European Logistics Platform, an equity
partner will acquire half of Redefine’s interest
– process well advanced
Chariot sold Tranche 2 assets to EPP and is
expected to unwind by the end of 2020

Property asset platform

Alternative investments
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Bolstering recurring income streams
Student accommodation
Hatfield Square remains a challenge with
occupancy of 69% (2 200 bed facility)
Roscommon House in its maiden year is
60% occupied
The stabilised portfolio is 98% occupied
Notable increase in the number of NSFAS students
from 36% of our student intake to 44%, a trend
attributed to free higher education (now in its
first full year)
Rezoning application for Paton House in
Pietermaritzburg approved by council –
development expected to begin in January 2020
Yale Village (phase 2) rezoning application
approved – awaiting approval of site development
plan to proceed with building works
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Other

Africa

Park Central comprising 14 949 sqm
(inclusive of balconies and sky gardens)
completed – 40.6% by sqm sold and
6.6% by sqm let (demand for
rental units growing)

Remaining Grit shares have been sold

Non-GLA opportunities such as LED
screens, exterior media, kiosks and Wi-Fi
roll out is ongoing
Opportunities to expand solar PV fleet
under constant consideration
Discussion initiated with the board of
Delta regarding non-support for potential
merger of Rebosis

Discussions in advanced stage to sell
Oanda Wings to Growthpoint Investec
African Properties for shares in the fund
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Financial insights
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Balance sheet management

Financial insights

Recalibrating to an environment of scarce and costly capital
Reduction of the LTV to a comfort level below 40% is a top priority

Given where the share price is trading, we need to right-size the asset footprint to the constrained capital base
Improving the LTV will occur through a combination of:

− Local property disposals in progress totalling R3.9 billion – with R3.3 billion closing in 2020
− Selling non-core assets to realise R8 billion
− Introducing an equity investor into the European Logistics Platform
− Limiting speculative capital expenditure going forward

− Placing a halt on acquisitions
− Offering a distribution reinvestment programme (share price allowing)
− Contemplating the introduction of a distribution pay-out ratio
− Focusing on destroyers of value – RDI, loan to Cornwall (Delta) and Oanda Wings
It is not anticipated that these measures will result in a negative impact on distributable income
The improvement in LTV will be seen in 2020 as cash realised from the initiatives above will be utilised to reduce debt
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Financial insights

Trading outlook for 2019
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We must be realistic about our prospects
It is important to note that while the economic slide has been halted, we should not expect the rehabilitation and recovery of
the local economy to be a swift process. We can expect it to take at least as much time to fix as it took to damage
As the property sector recalibrates to an environment of costly capital, with a leasing environment reshaped by low levels of
confidence and continued subdued economic fundamentals, we believe that our purpose-driven strategic approach becomes
increasingly relevant
We are on track to deliver distributable income per share in line with market guidance of 4% growth
Primary focus for 2020 will be strengthening our balance sheet and delivering sustainable quality earnings
We remain focused on what matters most to achieve our primary goal of sustained value creation for all our stakeholders
Thank you for your support

Operate efficiently

Invest strategically

Engage talent

Grow reputation
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Optimise capital

